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About Item

1. Durable & Collapsible Mic Stand Holder: Crafted from lightweight and durable ABS plastic
combined with painted steel, this floor microphone stand offers a perfect blend of portability
and sturdiness. Its collapsible design and stable tripod boom base allow for easy
transportation.

2. Adjustable Microphone Stand & Telescopic Boom Arm: The telescopic and adjustable
microphone stand boasts a height range of 44" to 67" and accommodates various users. Its
stable tripod base keeps the microphone securely upright. Additionally, the boom arm can be
freely telescoped, enabling users to adjust the height & angle to suit their specific needs.

3. Microphone Clip in the Package: Included mic clip caters to different requirements. The mic
clip is sturdy and flexible, and it can hold a wide range of microphones securely.

4. Versatile and Safe Tablet Holder:With wide compatibility, the tablet holder can securely
accommodate a wide range of smartphones and tablets in the market. It is easy to use and
comes with soft foam padding to ensure your device is scratch free.

5. Flexible Gooseneck: Enjoy the flexibility of the gooseneck that allows you to adjust the tablet
or smartphone holder to any desired angle. This feature ensures a stable and shake-free
display, whether the device is in vertical or horizontal mode.

Product Description

Experience the perfect blend of portability and durability with our collapsible and
durable microphone stand for singing. Crafted from ABS plastic and painted steel, this
mic stand with a tablet holder is designed to be your go-to companion for any
performance or recording situation. The stable tripod boom base ensures steady
support, while its telescopic and adjustable boom arm features allow you to find the
ideal height and angle setting of your mic.

The large compatibility tablet holder securely holds tablets and smartphones, while the
adjustable gooseneck provides seamless 360-degree rotation for a shake-free,
immersive experience. Elevate your performance to new heights with our microphone
stand with a tablet

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.



Features

Easy Adjustability Foldable Tripod Tablet Holder Safe & secure

The microphone stand
can be adjusted to a
maximum height of
67". Microphone stand
can be used both
standing and sitting,
and children can also
use them.

With its stable yet
foldable tripod leg
base, the 5 Core
mic stand will
provide stability
and precise
balance to prevent
it from collapsing.

The microphone stand
comes with an adjustable
tablet/smartphone stand.
Compatible with a range
of tablets & phones.

The tablet
holder has soft
material
padding that
ensures your
attached device
is safe, and no
scratch
appears.

Product specification:

● Color: Black
● Material: Metal & ABS
● Minimum Height: 44 Inches
● Maximum Height: 67 Inches
● Tablet Holder Flexibility: 4" - 6.9"

Package includes:

● 1x Microphone stand for singing with tablet holder
● 1x Mic Clip

Usages

No need to carry extra stands; one stand will hold your tablet and mic!

It can be used for practising or rehashing by following the instructions easily.

The microphone holder can be used for both sitting and standing purposes.



Carry the lyrics or notes on a tablet and smartphone; no extra book holder is needed.

Use the mic stand to record vocals and instruments in the home or professional studio
settings.

Benefits of products

Mic stand tablet holder increases professionalism and perception.

Mic stands can improve sound quality by reducing the mic vibration.

Comfort and ease of use, especially during long recording sessions.

The mic stand lets you experience the ability to keep your hands free.

Increased stability and safety by securing the mic and phone in a fixed position.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Non-slip clips for a safe and secure hold.

Free to bend contraction. Change the angle as you, please!

Durable, lightweight, highly portable- built to last for a prolonged time.

Easy adjustability to achieve the desired microphone height and angle.

Consistent placement of mic and tablet for better recording and performing.



Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Sturdy build Yes No

Mic clip included Yes No

Gosse-neck tablet holder Yes No

About Brand



5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Can the mic stand be used while sitting?

Answer: Yes, this microphone stand can be used while sitting.

Question: Can the microphone stand be adjusted at different heights?

Answer: Yes, of course! The mic stand is adjustable.

Question: Is it easy to transport?

Answer: Yes, the mic stand is foldable, and thus it is very compact and can be carried
around easily.

Question:Will the smartphone holder attach my 5.6-inch phone?

Answer: Yes, the smartphone holder is flexible and can hold a diverse range of
smartphones, including 5.6-inch phones.

Question: Is microphone stands compatible with different types of microphone?

Answer: Yes, our mic clip is flexible, and it does support a vast number of handheld
microphones available in the market.


